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Online Information Storage and Retrieval 
Abstract 
The paper is addressed to those concerned with improving effectiveness of small or large libraries, or 
those considering the establishment "of a new collection in a certain subject area." The large staffing and 
cost frequently discourages the setting of satisfactory services. The paper submits for consideration an 
avenue of using automatic aids to achieve effectiveness within the bounds of economic practicality. 
A number of methodologies have been developed. This paper summarizes the respective methodologies 
and the state of the art, with suggestions of the advantages of immediate application. 
Another objective of the paper is to point to the potential of truly satisfactory services to users 
considerably beyond present capabilities. Through on-line communication with computers the rapid 
memorizing and recall can be extended to vast information, normally confined to the shelves of a library 
or the drawers of filing cabinets. A human will be able to use terminals to recall information from huge 
repositories in an effective and convenient manner. 
The methods and procedures employed in information storage and retrieval for a century, such as 
indexing, classification or, more recently, content analysis, have proved of lasting value and serve as a 
foundation for the newer systems. However, to cope in a practical manner with the mass of data, it is 
essential that these traditional approaches be modified in order that these functions be performed 
automatically with only guidance provided from humans. 
For instance, the indexing of documents should be entirely performed by the computer. This however 
connotes an open-ended index-word vocabulary which is first semi-automatically processed to form a 
thesaurus. The next step would be the completely automated processing of a classification system, 
which also provides a scheme for placing of documents on shelves, in microform or in the memory of the 
computer. 
Based on these storage methods, the interactive man-computer storage offers the best potential for 
achieving high retrieval effectiveness to the point where information storage and retrieval systems 
became really useful as an extension of human memory and recall. 
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The paper is addressed to those concerned with improving effectiveness 
of small or large libraries, or those considering the establishment "of a new 
collection in a certain subject area. The large staffing and cost frequently 
discourages the setting of satisfactory services. The paper submits for 
consideration an avenue of using automatic aids to achieve effectiveness 
within the bounds of econamic practicality. 
A number of methodologies have been developed. This paper summarizes 
the respective .methodologies and the state of the art, with suggestions of 
the advantages of immediate application. 
Another objective of the paper is to point to the potential of truly 
satisfactory services to users considerably beyond present capabilities. 
Through on-line communication with camputers the rapid.memorizing and recall 
can be extended to vast information, normally confined to the shelves of a 
library or the drawers of filing cabinets. A human will be able to use ter- 
minals to recall information from huge repositories in an effective and con- 
venient mmner. 
The methods and procedures employed in information storage and retrieval 
for a century, such as indexing, classification or, more recently, content 
analysis, have proved of lasting value and serve as a foundation for the newer 
. . 
systems. However, to cope in a practical manner with the mass of data, it is 
essential that these traditional approaches be modified in order that these 
functions be performed autamatically with only guidance provided from humans. 
For instance, the indexing of documents should be entirely performed 
by the computer. This however connotes an open-ended index-word vocabulary 
which is first semi-automatically processed to form a thesaurus. The next 
step would be the completely automated processing of a classification system, 
which also provides a scheme for placing of documents on shelves, in micro- 
form or in the memory of the computer. 
Based on these storage methods, the interactive man-computer storage 
offers the best potential for achieving high retrieval effectiveness to the 
point where information storage and retrieval systems became really useful 
as an extension of human memory and recall. 
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1. DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM 
This paper deals with the interrelated issues of pre-processing 
of documents and the effectiveness of retrieval of documents. Justifiably, 
the storage and retrieval problem is currently of great concern. The 
effectiveness in retrieving documents is highly dependent on the amount 
of labor and processing invested in the storage of the documents. Namely, 
the retrieval is greatly facilitated by storage processing products such 
as catalogues or storage allocation schemes. These are used in retrieval 
in referencing catalogues or in following a convenient placing scheme 
while browsing through shelves of documents. In effect, the problems of 
r 
storage and retrieval are a single problem. This paper reviews briefly the 
camponents of a total storage and retrieval system while referencing rele- 
vant developments. 
The storage process described in this paper includes all the functions 
which take place in libraries and information centers fram acquisition to 
the placing of the documents in the repository. This process, which includes 
indexing, cataloging and vocabulary maintenance, demands a great deal of 
. 7 
time and expertise. In any one of the large libraries or information cen- 
ters there are thousands of monographs and serials that are waiting to be 
catalogued and indexed. These often lay unused because of the dearth of 
competent cataloguers and indexers, especially those expert in particular 
subjects and languages. The increased amount of material which is being 
circulated soon may require substantial increase in staff. Staff with this 
competence is extremely scarce; lbw salaries discourage young people from 
library work. For these reasons the storage process tends to constitute 
a serious bottleneck. 
On the retrieval side, evaluation tests indicate that libraries 
and information centers operate at a low, almost inacceptable retrieval 
effectiveness. The library user requiring specific information is over- 
whelmed with information, .much of which is irrelevant. 
The mechanizing of procedures in an information center or a library 
does not need any .more justification than the notion of mechanizing any other 
industrial, camercial, or service function. The premise of this paper is 
that automatic storage processing and on-line retrieval are competitive in 
effectiveness with manual procedures. The automatic procedures are not 
C especially camplex and they can be readily applied (see Sect. 3.2). 
The autamated storage processing discussed here includes the follow- 
ing steps. Citations and sometimes abstracts of incaming documents are 
first transcribed into .machine readable form. Natural language processing 
of title and abstract results first in a concordance of stem words. The 
concordance may also provide information about the frequency of stem words. 
. : 
In a semi-automatic process, words may be omitted, added, or various rela- 
tionships established between words to form an open-ended thesaurus. Then, 
based on this thesaurus, the incoming documents are automatically indexed. 
Finally, an automatic process may be applied which generates a library 
classification system for the collection. Such a classification then 
represents a scheme for placing documents on shelves, in microforms, or 
in the camputer, as appropriate. 
The interactive .man-camputer retrieval process, which follows the 
storage process, offers the best potential for improving retrieval effective- 
ness to the point where infomation storage and retrieval systems became 
really useful. This interactive process has a number of aspects. An individ- 
ual can comunicate with a central camputer through a remote terminal "on-line", 
i.e., where the terminal is continuously .monitored by a central camputer. 
The computer deletes, changes and analyzes the queries and retrieves inform- 
- tion in "real-time", compatible with the n o m l  working speed of a human. 
To fulfill these functions, the camputer.must have a storage capacity of 
billions of characters with fractional second access to any information. 
In the interactive retrieval process the user may search thesauri, 
classification schedules, catalogues or the documents in a manner very simi- 
lar to that employed traditionally in libraries; however, with far less 
effort and much greater speed. He.my for instance reference documents 
by title, author, publisher, citation, subject, or browse through citations 
or abstracts of documents on a common subject, placed together in the .memory 
of the computer. 
Methods and*procedures like those described in this paper, such as 
. > 
content analysis, concordance and thesaurus preparation and indexing, which 
require ,merely clerical procedures, have been proposed for centuries. (1) 
They have been opposed by those who believe that manual processing of the 
document has a "quality" superior to algorithmic processing based on selec- 
tion of words fram the abstract or even fram the title. The manual approach 
has a number of ancillary positions that are contested here. For instance, 
the ,manual approach also conveys the notion that the subject term vocabulary 
needs to be controlled, and that only highly campetent persons in specific 
areas should exercise judgment in regard to adding terns; these positions 
are contradictory to the approach in this paper. The objective of the procedures 
described here is to do away with.mch of the vocabulary maintenance work i 
currently prevalent, especially the notes and instructions directed to indexers 
and cataloguers which would not be required in an autmted system. 
2. STORAGE 
2.1 The Input of Documents and Content of the Repositories 
The repository includes a collection of document representations. 
Each document is an integral entity in the collection. It may be broken 
down as shown in Fig. 1. The examination and analysis of documents in the 
storage or retrieval processes is usually conducted in the order from top 
down of the information shown in Fig. 1. Generally as one proceeds downward 
in Fig. 1, greater depth and frequently greater volume of information is 
provided; however, less frequent access is required to the more voluminous 
parts. 
The upper four boxes in Fig. 1 are said to contain association terms. 
These are words or terms such as title, author, subject, etc., which identify 
. : 
single or entire classes of documents. The association terms .my convey 
information about various relationships among respective documents, such as 
having a subject heading or citation in common, or sequence of events indicated 
by dates of publications, etc. 
The language analysis in the storage process could be based on: 
1) entire text, 2) association terms and abstracts, or 3) association terms 
only. The cost of transcription into .machine readable form decreases greatly 
as the amount transcribed is reduced; however, this also reduces retrieval 
w 
effectiveness. There is an indication however that effectiveness of retrieval 
based on the subject of the document increases considerably (20-25%) when 
the transcription of the abstract is added to the transcription of the associa- 
tion terms. (2) Language analysis of full text does not seem to sufficiently 
improve the effectiveness of retrieval to warrant the considerably greater 
cost of transcription. Also, the content analysis of text requires more 
camplex procedures, including syntactic or semantic analysis. 
The document collection is only one part of the information in the 
repository as shown in Fig. 2. The other parts contain directories of the 
association terms, and stratification of these directories. The directories 
may be considered to be information about information. 
The directories may be generated a posteriori fram the documents 
themselves. Namely, the association terms shown in Fig. 1 may be extracted 
automatically from each document as it enters the collection. In this way 
the concordance of the terms for all the documents .may be derived autamatically. 
The aggregate of the various types of association terms then constitute an 
all-inclusive directory or concordance of the association terms. Further 
processing then establishes the higher level directories which contain assign- 
ment of tems to categories and a variety of relationships among the terms. 
The generally prevalent approach to indexing and vocabulary maintenance 
is that of applying human judgment a priori. An example of %his approach is 
the establishment of the Dewey Decimal Classification which has divided the 
library collection into progressively more specific classes. Using this 
system, professional indexers in libraries assign subject headings (stated 
in terns of class numbers) fram a controlled schedule to the documents as 
they enter the libraries. In time, such a classification system .must be 
expanded and revised by the library cawnunity to recognize new areas not 
included in previous schedules. Re-examination and reclassifying of docu- 
ments already in the collection is then necessary to assign the new subject 
headings to them. 
Figure 2 illustrates the a priori and a posteriori approaches to 
generating the directories as opposites. (A variety of mixes of these two 
approaches are possible.) 
Retrieval effectiveness tests indicate that a posteriori indexing 
performs as well as a priori indexing; and that the lack of term control in 
a posteriori indexing does not cause deterioration in performance. (2,3) ~h~~ 
will be further discussed below in connection with evaluation of retrieval 
effectiveness. 
2.2 Language Processing 
The simplest language processing procedure is to analyze a text to 
recognize and generate stems of words encountered in the input.mteria1. 
This involves recognizing the suffixes of words. A suffix editing procedure 
for English is described by Stone, et al. (4) A similar procedure for French 
has been described by Gardinand his associates. ( 5 )  Similar procedures have 
- r 
been developed by numerous other investigators. ( 6 ~ 7 )  More sophisticated 
procedures including matching of stem words against a thesaurus and syntactic 
or semantic analysis of text may be employed in the automatic indexing and 
classification as discussed below. 
Natural language processing and .=chine translation research. are 
relevant, as .many of the algorithms developed there are directly applicable 
to autamatic indexing. However, the systems employing the .more camplex 
procedures are highly experimental and in.- cases the research has not 
advanced beyond the theoretical considerations. 
2.3 Concordance and Thesaurus Generation 
Although campletely automatic thesaurus generation procedures have 
been under development for same time, considerable experience has been 
accumulated with a semi-automatic approach. (8) Cmputer aids are provided, 
but human intellect is applied to the discrimination and grouping of words. 
The first step in this process is to use computer aids which accept the 
transcribed portions of the documents as an input and generate a concordance 
of stem words. This concordance includes title or abstract words in addition 
to the other association terns in Fig. 1. The computer aids also provide 
frequencies of occurrence for the words in the concordance. 
The first step in deriving a thesaurus may be the elimination of 
the very high and very low frequency words. (8) Another step would be the 
indicating of "broader", "narrower" or "related" relationships between words. 
Especially inrportant also is the recognition of synonyms. It is necessary to 
establish such relationships as the documents have been authored by.wny 
people at different times who use a variety of words to designate similar 
meanings. Categories .may be constituted which contain various instances of 
. , 
word usage, each such word may be given in context. Another approach is to 
prepare separate thesauri for same specific subject areas, where appropriate 
relationships between words are established in the context of the subject areas. 
The thesaurus generation process is similar to the vocabulary 
maintenance functions in conventional libraries. However, the on-line 
autamated aids m y  provide suggestions in regard to words and categories 
which deserve the attention of the individual engaged in establishing rela- 
tionships among words. For instance, frequencies of tems used in retrieval' 
queries and index terms of relevant documents, which have been retrieved 
in response to these queries, ,may serve as a guide regarding association and 
relationships among terms. Various statistics about frequencies of co-occurrence 
of terms may be used to cambine terms into phrases which will be used in their 
entirety as a single term in the indexing process. Finally, the automatic 
generation of a classification, described later, m y  provide further informa- 
tion about grouping and sub-groupings of terns and respective documents to form 
progressively more generic subject areas. 
2.4 Autamatic Indexing 
A variety of autamatic indexing approaches and systems have been 
described by Stevens. The objective here is to review briefly the simplest 
procedures which have proven effective. In the most sinrple procedures, stem 
words derived from titles or abstracts are considered to be the index tems 
of the respective documents without reference to the thesaurus at all. This 
simple process has proven effective for retrieval in situations where a user 
is satisfied with retrieval of any one or few relevant documents. This method 
proves especially effective in an interactive mode of search where the user 
. , 
may guide the camputer in search for relevant material. 
Autamatic indexing may however utilize far more sophisticated 
approaches. A perusal of the thesaurus for stem words derived fram titles 
or abstracts may result in important indexing decisions. It would eliminate 
undesired terms, or assign documents to classes or categories. Still a more 
complex process .may assign term phrases based on words co-occurrences or 
based on syntactic analysis. 
2.5 Automatic Generation of a Classification System and Assignment of 
Location For Documents 
The automatic generation of a classification system in fact groups 
citations of documents in cells in the memory of the camputer, very .much as 
the documents on a cammon subject are grouped on respective library shelves. 
The retrieval process then consists of a search of several shelf areas in a 
large library to find the documents relating to a subject on which information 
is demanded. A classification system, autamatic or conventional, has then 
a dual purpose. It is a .methodology for placing like documents together but 
it is also a retrieval.methodology by which one may be guided to the group 
of "like" documents which deal with the area of his interest. Like conven- 
tional classifications, an autamatic classification system .my be used to put 
documents away, but only after the claesification system itself is derived 
--
fram the documents. Namely, it does not precede the documents, but follows - 
them. The automatic classification process is a follow-up on the autamatic 
subject indexing. It attempts to put together in a cell. documents which have 
. . 
most index terms in cammon. 
The scope of this paper does not permit a description of the process 
for automatically creating a classification system. Various methodologies 
have been used for this process. These consist of employing statistical 
techniques, 0 1 1 1 2  computing "distancesf' between documents, 02,131 and 
employing co-occurrence of index terms. (14,15) The latter approach -is 
simplest in terms of the complexity of the process and amount of processing 
required. A collection camposed of 4,000 documents with a vocabulary of 6,000 
index terms has been processed to date. (15) Experiments are continuing at 
the University of Pennsylvania with collections of tens of thousands of docu- 
ment s . 
It is important to note here that automatic classification may be 
used not only to camplement a coordinate-indexing retrieval scheme, but it 
also constitutes an alternative to coordinate-indexing. If used in a coor- 
dinate indexing system, automatic classification .methodology provides a 
storage arrangement and a directory which greatly speeds up the search and 
retrieval. (16) As an alternative to coordinate indexing, automatic classifica- 
tion and the arrangement of documents in cells allows the user to direct the 
computer in its search toward the area of interest. This is further described 
below in connection with interactive retrieval techniques. 
3. RETRIEVAL 
3.1 Retrieval by Association Terms 
A basic property of an on-line retrieval system is a man-computer 
. r 
language which includes in its vocabulary all the association terms. (see 
Fig. 1) A simple search may be initiated by the user cammunicating to the 
system a description of desired information. To "describe" a single or a 
class of documents, it is necessary to supply in a query the association terms 
as well as the relationships among the terms. The procedure consists of 
specifying the association terms of the desired documents and the requisite 
logical or arithmetic relationships among the terms or among other information 
C elements within the document. It is important that a user at the terminal 
should be capable of expressing a query in terms most convenient for him. 
For that reason ample choice.must be given to him to search by various types 
of sssociation terms such as author, publication, title words, accession 
numbers, references, etc. In addition, he should be able to reference the 
various directories, such as the thesaurus or the automatic classification, 
to aid him in selection of terms. Similarly, he should be able to specify for 
instance, a generic term to include all the narrower terms which correspond 
to it. Finally, he should be able to examine the citations which are being 
retrieved by the system and respond by indicating their relevance to his 
subject of interest. In these interactions with the camputer, the display 
formats of the computer responses are important to the facility with which 
a system.may be used. These formats are arranged to minimize the user's 
labor in selecting terns or documents. 
On-line retrieval systems may be divided into two classes. The 
systems which aid user formulation of queries and retrieve respective docu- 
ments are referred to here as key word systems. The second type of systems 
--
provide automatic reformulation of the query based on indications from the 
user of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the retrieved material. These 
.my.be called automatic reformulating systems. In fact, in this manner the 
user guides and directs the search of the computer system. 
3.1.1 Key-word Retrieval Systems 
An outstanding example of the key-word system is the BOLD system 
at System Development Corporation, developed by Borko. (17) BOLD utilizes 
on-line displays which both assist the user in acquiring a .mastery of the 
system itself and in performing guided searches. No language analysis 
technique is used in BOLD and the indexing is entirelymanual. The MLTLTILIST 
system at the University of Pennsylvania is another example of a key word 
retrieval capability based on list processing which facilitates split-second 
retrieval from large document collections. The MLTLTILIST system includes both 
manually indexed (artificial intelligence) and automatically indexed (physics) 
collections. (18) 
BOLD and MLTLTILIST are representative of typical current systems. 
With these systems retrieval is easier but the basic content of the query is 
not altered except at the insistance of the user. Naaely, while formulation 
of the query is assisted by the system, there is no attempt at reformulation 
based on the results of previous searches. 
3.1.2 Interactive Query Reformulating Systems 
The procedure in retrieval with a reformulating system m y  be as 
follows. A user may desire to search the collection lo obtain a bibliography 
on a certain subject. He would then submit a query the system consisting 
of word- stem terms. These terms may be found in directories (J?ig. 2) . The 
system then will use the automatic library classification which has been 
. : 
generated to find the cell(s) which correspond to the largest nwnber of terms 
in the query. (Alternately, weights .may be associated with the terms and 
cells are selected which have documents indexed with the maximum total weight 
of the terms.) The user may then consider a number of citations from the 
respective cell or cells, and he may indicate acceptance or rejection of 
certain citations as relevant or irrelevant respectively. The tems corres- 
ponding to the accepted or rejected documents will then be examined by the 
computer and the initial query may be reformulated. It will include additional 
tems derived from acceptable documents or it will omit some of the initial 
terms that are in the rejected documents. Based on the newly reformulated 
query, a search is repeated, new cells are found and their content is dis- 
played to the user. This process .my continue with the input from the user 
being primarily the approval or disapproval of retrieved material. 
.This approach has been experimented with in the SMART Project and 
the results have been evaluated to determine the effectiveness of this power- 
ful strategy. (2) Experiments with this approach have been also conducted 
by Edwards. (8) 
3.2 Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness 
As has been amply illustrated, there are a great variety of thesaurus 
generation and automatic indexing strategies as well as of retrieval strategies. 
It is also quite apparent that the selection of a strategy is very critical 
to the cost and retrieval effectiveness of the system. An evaluation.methodology 
has been developed to determine retrieval effectiveness of systems. (19) A. 
0 
has been already indicated, increased costs and labor in storage processing 
.my result in improvement of rktrieval effectiveness. However, the amount 
. ! 
of cost measure as related to the improvement in retrieval effectiveness is 
very important. Also, for various retrieval applications different degrees 
of effectiveness in retrieval are required. 
Although tests of retrieval effectiveness have often been seriously 
challenged on a variety of grounds, two measures of retrieval effectiveness 
appear to receive wide acceptability. ('O) One of these measures - the recall 
ratio - is the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the 
total number of documents in a collection which are relevant to a search. 
C 
The other measure, the precision ratio, is the ratio of relevant number of 
C 
documents retrieved to the total number of documents retrieved in a search. 
For a sequence of queries interactively executed in the search, a 
c plot can be made of precision vs. recall. 1t is important to point out 
here that only the conjunction of these two measures is meaningful as an 
indication of effectiveness of retrieval strategies. The .most ideal conditions 
would be those corresponding to unity recall and unity precision. For instance, 
perfect recall can always be achieved by retrieving an entire collection; the 
precision however would be then extremely low. On the other hand, if the 
number of retrieved documents is very small, the precision might be unity, 
but the recall would be very low. This illustrates that the combination of 
recall and precision must be considered in the evaluation. A strategy is 
considered to be more effective if its plot of precision vs. recall is described 
by a curve closer to the ideal point'of precision = 1 and recall = 1. Examina- 
tion of literature ('I) indicates that in this respect, that joint recall 
precision retrieval effectiveness improves as well chosen, .more sophisticated 
language processing techniques are applied, or as the retrieval process is 
. - 
carried out on-line, interactively employing greater choice of association terms. 
4. , CONCLUSION 
The cost and s ta f f ing  t h a t  a re  demanded of a l i b ra ry  t h a t  desires 
t o  of fer  effect ive r e t r i e v a l  services a re  currently very large.  Many 
smaller l i b r a r i e s  t r y  t o  use cataloging and indexing material  generated 
i n  la rge  information centers but even u t i l i z a t i o n  of such resources requires 
considerable s t a f f  and cost. These smaller l i b r a r i e s  slay be the  r e a l  bene- 
f i c i a r i e s  from a t o t a l  on-line storage and r e t r i eva l  f a c i l i t y  as  described 
i n  t h i s  paper. The s t a t e  of the  a r t  indicates  t h a t  such a system i s  feas ib le  
and econamical t o  develop a t  t h i s  time. 
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